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Reading Future is a three-level reading series for beginner to intermediate 
learners of english. each level has three books that increase students’ 
reading skills. each book contains nonfiction passages covering a broad 
range of school subjects on high-interest topics linked to the future. reading 
comprehension is progressively developed with fluency. Students gradually 
expand their vocabulary through exposure to high-frequency and practical 
vocabulary related to the unit topics. Students will develop 21st Century Skills 
and shape the future with Reading Future.

Features
 Informative passages covering various fields related to the future 
 Interesting topics covering a wide range of subjects, including social 

studies, science, geography, math, economics, history, art, music,
literature, language arts, P.e., and more

 reading skill exercises to develop ability to understand the structure of 
the passages through graphic organizers 

 Projects based around 21st Century Skills
 Colorful images which show real-life topics and situations 
 Free downloadable materials provided on our homepage

Connect 1-3 Change 1-3 Create 1-3

Reading
Future

www.compasspub.com/RFCreate

Download the Free App!
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Scope & Sequence 
Subject Unit Title Word Count Reading Skill Vocabulary  Skill

1 Robot Helpers 202 Summarizing
plural nouns

child-children     mouse-mice foot-feet
man-men      woman-women

2 Confidence Through 
Volunteering 191 Main Idea & 

Details

en-
 enrich enable 

enlarge endanger 

3 A National Hero 197 Sequencing
-cial, -tial

artificial social 
special facial essential

4 The Boy Who Grew His Hair 202 Sequencing
-ous

poisonous famous 
dangerous nervous 

5 How to Be a Writer 193 Cause & Effect
-dom

freedom wisdom 
kingdom fandom 

6 Time Machine 193 Book Review
under-

 underground underline 
underwear underwater 

7 The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll 197 Sequencing
-some

awesome troublesome 
twosome worrisome 

8 The Real Robin Hood? 198 Compare & 
Contrast

-ing
 interesting exciting 

amazing boring 

 9 Living to 150! 196 Summarizing
compound words

 lifestyle lifespan backpack
underground rainbow 

10 People with Super Taste 195 Categorize
shape words

squre circle
triangle rectangle 

11 Children’s Heights 200 Sequencing last

12 Your Powerful Lungs 182 Main Idea & 
Details

add -e
breath-breathe     bath-bathe     cloth-clothe 

13 Big Data and Math 199 Main Idea & 
Details

every-
 everyone everything everybody

14 The Origin of Measurement 200 Sequencing
-th

width length 
birth strength 

15 Beautiful Examples of Balance 
in Nature 201 Main Idea & 

Details

-en
strengthen lighten 

deepen weaken shorten

16 Probability 210 Main Idea & 
Details

-ity
possibility personality 

ability necessity 
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Vocabulary Project 21st Century Skill

 provide variety guide overcome
 challenge speech especially advance

Robots: Helpful or 
Harmful? Critical Thinking

 extra rewarding crisis organize
 library stranger satisfied wonderful

Think of How You Can 
Volunteer Creativity Collaboration

 grow up knee let quit
although in memory of national so far Oh, Canada! Collaboration Communication

 donate generous criticism haircut
 rare brave battle optimistic

Make a Difference in 
Your Neighborhood

Critical 
Thinking

Collaboration

share      blog      freedom    daily
passion      notice      opportunity    explore Create Your Own Blog! Creativity Communication

 science fiction insist surprise except
 peaceful discover underground quite Past or Future? Critical 

Thinking
Communication

 would rather awesome laboratory research
 personality violent kill borrow What Happens at the End? Critical 

Thinking
Creativity

 hero real legend fight
 army have to robber difference Legends and Heroes Critical 

Thinking
Communication

 average century disease importance
 technique recover maximum forever

The Pros and Cons of 
Living Forever

Critical 
Thinking

Creativity

 study tongue square sensitive
 bitter chemical grapefruit hardly Taste Tracker Critical 

Thinking
Communication

 birth growth regular typically
 stage last height contrast How Tall Are You? Communication

 responsible for oxygen upper equal
 giant whistle powerful alive Look After Your Lungs Critical 

Thinking
Creativity

everyone bit gather hold on to
 helpful education pupil math Small Data Collection Critical 

Thinking
Communication

 unit thumb elbow during
 result basic equator accept Measuring Critical 

Thinking
Collaboration

 pattern tiny fit waste
 store half feather attractive Bilateral Symmetry Critical 

Thinking
Creativity

 possibility outcome guess dice
 lightning expert population drop Probability of Prizes Critical 

Thinking
Collaboration
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The Boy Who Grew 
His Hair
Warm Up

Social Studies

1.  Are you going to donate

2.  How generous  
poor children!

3.  The author would not listen to criticism  
new book.

4. My haircut

5. My uncle found a rare

6.  The brave fireman saved a cat in the burning house.

7.  She lost her battle

8. I am optimistic

your hair

happen in the future

someone or something 

Helping other people can make you feel great! Kids around 
the world are discovering that they have the power to change 
lives. Small acts of kindness can make the world a brighter 
place. You can team up with your friends or your family to 
make a difference in your neighborhood.

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

New WordsNew Words 08Track

Match the highlighted word with its meaning.
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The suffix –ous means “full of.” Adding –ous 
to a noun creates an adjective.

poison + ous  poisonous

having poison

ous

ous

ous

nerves

VOCABULARY SKILLS

Sequencing

When a story is developed in sequence, it 

is important to note what happened at a 

certain period of time.

middle, and end of the story? Circle the 
words that give clues about the times that 
events happened. 

ReadingReading 09Track

Reading Time: ______m ______s / 202 words

 It is a tragic story. A young boy donated his hair to make wigs for kids with cancer. 

Soon after he gave his hair as a gift, doctors discovered that the boy had the same 

disease.

 Vinny has always been a generous boy. When he was five, he 

started growing his hair for charity. Vinny wanted to help children 

who were fighting cancer. He grew his hair for two years. 

 Other kids laughed at Vinny. His hair grew below his 

shoulders. Kids said Vinny looked like a girl. But Vinny didn’t 

mind the criticism. He knew it was for a good cause.

 Vinny finally got a haircut. He proudly mailed 13 inches 

(33 centimeters) of his hair to Wigs for Kids. 

 A few weeks later, the young boy’s eye was swollen. 

His parents thought Vinny had a reaction to something he touched. 

Then he got a painful bump on his hip. Doctors discovered that 

Vinny had a rare bone cancer.

 Now the brave boy is fighting his own battle against cancer. 

Vinny will go through treatment that will make his hair fall out. The young boy who 

donated his hair will need a wig. His story is tragic, but Vinny remains optimistic.

Listen and read.

READING SKILLS
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Choose the right answer.

Complete the chart with the correct information. 

1. What is this reading about?

a. Why Wigs for Kids is a good cause
b.  How to make wigs for cancer patients
c. Some kids who laughed at a young boy
d.  A boy who gave his hair to kids with cancer

2. Why did some kids laugh at Vinny?

 a. He didn’t have a lot of friends.
b.  He was the shortest kid in the class.
c. His hair was very long, so he looked like a girl.
d. He missed the ball and caused his team to lose the big game.

3. Which is NOT true according to the reading?

a. Vinny got an unusual kind of cancer.
b.  Vinny got sick after he cut his long hair.
c. Vinny sent his long hair to Wigs for Kids.
d.  Vinny got upset when people laughed at him.

Reading ComprehensionReading Comprehension

SequencingReading SkillsReading Skills

Vinny 2. ___________
__________________.

Vinny will 4. ________ 
__________________.

Vinny started 
growing his hair for 
charity.

Vinny 1. ___________
__________________.

Vinny 3. ___________
__________________.

a. found a bump on his body b. mailed his hair to a charity
c. need treatment for cancer d.  didn’t get a haircut for two years

22
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CENTURY SKILLS

Choose the right word to complete each sentence. There are two extra words. 

1.  I am very _____________________ that I will become our next class president. I think many people
will vote for me.

2.  My aunt will _____________________ canned goods to our community’s food pantry.

3. Four-leaf clovers are so _____________________ that people think it’s good luck to find one.

4.  My sister is the most _____________________ person I know. She gives all her extra money to
charity and volunteers every weekend.

5. The _____________________ man jumped in the dangerous water to help save the child.

6. The soccer teams had a(n) _____________________ on the playing field to win the final match.

You learned that a boy could make a difference to other children by donating his 
hair. Think about how you and your friends can work together to make a positive 
change in your community.

 Step 1   Brainstorm a community service project you and your friends could work
on together. Use the web to learn about different projects. 

Step 2   Choose your favorite community service project and answer the questions.

VocabularyVocabulary

Project Make a Difference in Your Neighborhood

ns

battle  generous  criticism donate  

optimistic brave  rare  haircut 

Step 3  Present your project to the class.

1.  What project did you choose?

SAMPLE  I chose to bake dog biscuits for the animal shelter.

I choose __________________________________________________________________________.

2. What things will you need?

SAMPLE  I will need the ingredients for the recipe, a baking pan, and cookie cutters.

I will need ________________________________________________________________________.

3. Where is it / are they located?

SAMPLE  My friends all have pet dogs, so they will want to help dogs without homes.

_________________________________________________________________________________.

Critical Thinking Collaboration
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 Write the vocabulary words in the blanks below and find the secret word. 

 Choose the best words or phrases to fill in the blanks.

1.  I have to take my dog for _____________________ walks.

2.  The girls will need to _____________________ how they can best work together.

3.  The teacher will _____________________ if her students are sleeping in class.

4.  Dave and Tim _____________________ their bedroom.

5.  We usually have the _____________________ to dress the way we want to.

1. There are a few really good _______________ online about living abroad that I like to read.

a. computers b.  blogs c. notices d.  newspapers

2.  Waking up early gives me a good _______________ to catch up on unfinished work.

a. skill b.  freedom c. opportunity d.  dream

3. Reading more about your _______________ can help you get better at it.

a. passion b.  blog c. internet d.  freedom

Vocabulary CheckVocabulary Check

Secret Word: _________________

1. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

2. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

3. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

4. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

5. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

A

B

How to Be a Writer5
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 Choose the right words. Then complete the sentences.

Comprehension CheckComprehension Check

SummarySummary

1. With blogs, writers can _______________.

a. work in an office b.  write about their passions
c. be anyone d.  share secrets

2.  Followers most often help writers by _______________.

a. giving money b.  selling ads
c. giving feedback d.  reading one blog a week

Complete the summary. Not all the words will be used. 

 There are not a lot of 1. _______________ to write for newspapers, magazines, and books. 
However, many writers can find success on the internet. These days, many internet writers have 
2. _______________. Blogs give writers a lot of 3. _______________ to write whatever they like.
Many writers 4. _______________ the details of their hobbies or travels. Others write about their
5. _______________ lives. If writers share regularly, they will be able to increase the number of
their followers. Followers are like fans for internet writers. Often, 6. _______________ look for the
most popular blogs. They ask the bloggers to write about their products. Sometimes, the writer
can make money doing this. Blogging can be a way for writers to explore their
7. _______________. They can share them with the world.

A

daily passions share advertisers

freedom blogs opportunities notice

 Choose the right expressions to answer the questions.

1. Where could writers share their ideas in the past?

2.  What is a good way for someone to become a writer?

3.  What can help make advertisers notice someone’s blog?

Can make a lot of money   Start a blog online Books or newspapers 

Lots of followers       Dreams come true Read about products 

B
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